35 Years CEPR in Europe
CEPR IN NUMBERS

500,000 Monthly page views on CEPR's policy platform VoxEU.org

1,300 CEPR's network of researchers, who retain their academic bases

870 Discussion Papers each year

330 Academic institutions represented within the CEPR network

80 Conferences, workshops and discussion meetings organized each year

65 Countries where CEPR's network is active
What is new

• Policy and Research Networks (RPNs)
  • Fintech and Digital Currencies
  • Central Bank Communication
  • Populism
  • Rising Asia
  • Policies for Peace
  • Economics of Climate Change
  • European Economic Architecture

• Regional Hubs

• Membership model
  • Partnership
CEPR is European in focus but its reach is global.

We promote world-class research, manage projects and deliver policy-relevant results to the public- and private-sector decision-makers worldwide.
CEPR RESEARCHERS IN EUROPE

CEPR is the premier European network of excellent researchers in economics. Its researchers have played a leading role in the European economic integration process and continue to be on the cutting edge of the debate on reforming European economic architecture.
Views of Europe
View of Europe
View of Europe
7+7+7+...

- MEZ 1, 2
- The window that did not really open
- 7+7 and the debate
- Unfinished business, open questions, loose ends
- A new window?
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